Is immune activation simply a non-specific marker of depression severity or chronicity or does it indicate an underlying pathophysiological path to depressive or other mood disorders?
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Context

In both population-based and clinical cohorts, cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have reported associations between a range of non-specific markers of immune activation (e.g., pro-inflammatory cytokines) or chronic inflammation (e.g., C-reactive protein [CRP]) and depressive and other mood disorders (Dowlati et al. 2010; Hickie et al. 2018; Khandaker et al. 2012; Orsolini et al. 2022; Valkanova et al. 2013). The clinico-pathological significance, and directional relationships, of these associations tended to be downplayed as the systemic levels of these inflammatory markers were not in the ranges typical of active infective, inflammatory or significant autoimmune diseases.

By contrast, it has long been recognised that chronic systemic inflammation can contribute to neuroimmune responses and that chronic inflammation is associated with symptom profiles (most notably fatigue, pain, sleep disturbance, and reduced motor activity) that are similar to those associated with common depressive disorders (Capuron and Miller 2011; Dantzer et al. 2008; Khandaker et al. 2021; Liberman et al. 2018; Morris et al. 2016). Further, those people with primary autoimmune disorders (e.g., psoriasis, systemic lupus erythematosus [SLE], thyroid disease) have long been identified as having significantly increased rates of depressive and other mood disorders (and most notably in younger women) (Benrós and Mortensen 2015; Benros et al. 2013; Hanly et al. 2015; Matcham et al. 2013; Siegmann et al. 2018).

For laboratory markers such as a CRP, while elevation above 3 mg/L is still well within the normal range, it is known to increase the risk of atherosclerosis (by about 4-fold) (Fonseca and Izar 2016; Ridker 2003) and has also been reported to be associated with reduced response to antidepressant therapies (Orsolini et al. 2022). Most commonly, it is assumed that increased levels of inflammatory markers in those with depressive or other mood disorders are secondary to the recurrence or chronicity of the illness itself or its physical health correlates (e.g., obesity, metabolic disturbance), rather than being indicative of an underlying causative factor.

More recent findings suggest that the traditional view, which discounts the clinico-pathological significance of low levels of inflammation in those with depressive or other mood disorders, may need revising as:

- the detection of immune activation in younger clinical and population-based cohorts suggests that such activation may not simply be correlates of chronicity or treatment;
- detailed exploration of more specific markers in smaller subgroups of cohorts with depression or other major mood disorders (e.g., atypical or bipolar depression) indicates higher rates of perturbations;
- we see increasing reports of the linking of immune activation with other pathophysiological processes, including metabolic disturbance or circadian rhythm disturbance (Hickie et al. 2018; Lamers et al. 2020; Tickell et al. 2021);
- clinical trials investigate the potential of both classical anti-inflammatory agents (e.g., aspirin, NSAIDs, COX-2 inhibitors) and more targeted immune modulators (e.g., minocycline) (Arteaga-Henriquez et al. 2019; Hellmann-Regen et al. 2022; Müller 2019; Rosenblat and McIntyre 2018). These may present a more tailored approach based on the profiles of biomarkers identified in participants, younger cohorts with primary
In this context, there is now much interest in unravelling: the causal significance of immune activation for risk of onset; the interaction with illness course; and, whether these markers can guide the selection of primary or adjunctive treatments for those with depressive or other mood disorders (or at least for specific subgroups).

So the key questions include:

- Can clinical cohorts of people with depression, at any age, developmental phase or stage of illness, be more usefully stratified by markers of immune activation?
- What is the evidence that peripheral markers of immune activation are associated with changes in brain function?
- What are the best brain imaging, CSF, or other central nervous system measures to best examine, at depth, the complex interaction of the brain with the innate and adaptive immune system?
- What thresholds for laboratory or brain imaging markers are most appropriate for the initiation of immune therapies in those with depressive or other mood disorders?
- What conventional, immune-regulatory or novel therapies should be the subject of formal clinical trials in those people with depressive disorders who also have evidence of immune activation?

How to contribute to this Question

If you believe you can contribute to answering this Question with your research outputs find out how to submit in the Instructions for authors (https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/research-directions-depression/information). This journal publishes Results, Analyses, Impact papers and additional content such as preprints and "grey literature." Questions will be closed when the editors agree that enough has been published to answer the Question so before submitting, check if this is still an active Question. If it is closed, another relevant Question may be currently open, so do review all the open Questions in your field. For any further queries check the information pages (https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/research-directions-depression/information) or contact this email (depression@cambridge.org).
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